HORROR MOVIE TRIVIA
QUESTIONS II
( www.TriviaChamp.com )

1> Which animals were infected with Rage at the beginning of 28 Days Later?
2> Hideo Nakata made the first Ring in 1998. Who is responsible for the remake?
3> In The Sixth Sense, the school was located on a former...
4> (The Silence of the Lambs) "I do wish we could chat longer, but I'm having an
old friend...





for dinner"?
coming over"?
examined"?
getting cold"?

5> In The Hills Have Eyes (1977) the Carters have two dogs. One of them is
Beast. What's the other one?
6> What was written on Regan's abdomen (The Exorcist)?
7> What breed was Cujo?
8> Who represented Greed in Seven?
9> Where does The Descent take place?
10> How did the monster come about (The Swamp Thing)?
11> Which of the following actors did NOT appear in Nightmare on Elm Street?





Johnny Depp
Mark Patton
Robert Englund
John Saxon

12> Who is the main villain in The Texas Chainsaw Massacre?

13> What is Paul Sheldon's latest novel in Misery?
14> Who played Fredric Loren in House on Haunted Hill (1959)?
15> What is the device called in The Fly (1958)?

Answers:
1> Chimpanzees - In an alternative ending of the movie Jim dies.
2> Gore Verbinski - The director of the original, Japanese version, also directed
the American sequel Ring Two.
3> ...gallows? - 'I see dead people' is listed on AFI's list of 100 best movie
quotes.
4> for dinner"? - The movie won 5 most prestigious Oscars - both for male and
female leading roles, director, screenplay and motion picture.
5> Beauty - The original movie was largely based on the story of a Scotsman
named Sawney Bean.
6> Help me - The Exorcist is the first horror ever to have been nominated for an
Oscar.
7> St. Bernard - While the movie did not earn many positive reviews among the
critics, the book is agreed upon to be really scary.
8> An attorney - Seven ends with a quote from For whom the Bell Tolls.
9> In caves - The film's marketing campaign was disrupted by the 2005 London
terrorist attacks.
10> Due to a scientific experiment - A remake might just be on its way.
11> Mark Patton - Nightmare on Elm Street is Depp's first Hollywood movie.
12> Leatherface - Leatherface gets his name from the fact that he wears masks
made of human skin.
13> Misery's Child - The movie is one of Stephen King's favorite book
adaptations.
14> Vincent Price - The last big film starring Vincent Price was Edward
Scissorhands.
15> The disintegrator-integrator - The 1986 remake with Jeff Goldblum changed
the name of the invention to telepod.
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